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Selling Solar just got simpler with Samlex SOLAR + POWER BUNDLES   
 
Burnaby, BC (British Columbia) – November 18th, 2022 – Samlex introduces a 
new way to sell solar systems. The newly launched RV Solar + Power Bundles 
are an all-in-one sales tool, designed to simplify the process for RV and 
Marine dealers to sell an OFF-GRID solar and power system.  
 
With over 30 years in the power conversion industry, Samlex understands the 
most common challenges and questions that Dealers face when 
recommending an off-grid power system to their customers. With electrical 
terms such as watts and amps, and multiple components to consider, it can 
sometimes be overwhelming for both the dealer and their customer, who just 
wants to get out and start enjoying their new RV.   
 
Samlex has updated their popular Dealer Success Binder to include the NEW 
Solar + Power bundles, three predesigned packages to fit the most common 
RV lifestyles. With a series of easy-to-follow charts, Dealers can help 
customers select their RV type, power needs, number of people in their 
group, and the duration of time they’ll be away to recommend one of three 
bundles; EXPLORE 200W, SHARE 400W or ENJOY 600W. Each bundle includes 
solar panel(s), charge controller, power inverter or inverter/charger, remote 
control, transfer switch, solar battery maintainer, and all the parts and 
hardware needed for a straightforward installation.   
 
It’s never been so easy for Dealers to help their customers experience the 
freedom of boondocking, where they can enjoy the sounds of nature, instead 
of a crowded campsite or the constant hum of a generator. With self-
sufficient power your customers can be independent of the grid and have 
clean, renewable energy for their necessities, anywhere and anytime.   
 
For more information on Samlex Solar + Power Bundles visit 
samlexamerica.com/bundles  
 
About Samlex America  
 
Samlex America Inc., a global manufacturer and supplier of power conversion 
products, is focused on providing quality, innovative products supported by 
the best customer service in the industry.  
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